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Breeze&apos;s dreams are haunted by Bobby Beard, as he tries to come to terms with what

he&apos;s done. Holly and Tommy have found their treasure, but need help to recover it. An old

smuggler seeks out Breeze to help him get rid of his dope. A young Marine needs guidance.Can our

hero stay busy enough to keep his demons at bay? Can his relationship with Brody survive the

chaos?In the ninth installment of the Trawler Trash Series, the predicaments pile up faster than any

normal man can handle, but Breeze is no normal man.
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Ed has hit it out of the park with this new installment of Breeze adventures. I read his first book

"Leap of Faith" which inspired me to actually do it. After a year and half on my own Catamaran, I still

enjoy his books and sailing around! We've gone over 5,000 and still going. You go Ed, keep those

great stories going!

I loved Restless Breeze, the character just gets better with each book. I also enjoy the way past



adventures are tied into present situation. A great read and highly recommended

Another enjoyable Breeze novel. Easy reading and allows us dreamers to escape realty for a while.

Ready for the next in this series. Good job and keep writing.

Breeze and Brody have been cruising through the Caribbean for a year and are both getting

restless and a bit homesick for the USA and creature comforts. The only problem is that Breeze is

having nightmares starring Bobby Beard's death. As a possible means of ending the dreams,

Breeze decides to return to the scene of the crime and make apologies to those affected by the

fallout.While on this pilgrimage, Breeze encounters Big Mike, Holly, Tommy, an 80 year old drug

smuggler, and a discharged Marine.In typical Breeze fashion, things get complicated, but crap

works out. Travel with Breeze and Brody through the Caribbean, Guatemala, Belize, Grand

Cayman, the southern Gulf Coast of Florida, and the Keys in a variety of escapades in true Breeze

fashion. Great read as usual.

Another Island adventure in the places I can live! Real people and "Real" stories from a gifted writer.

Ed claims this is fiction. We readers know better, there is treasure out there where the flash of green

says it's deep blue good bye in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. I am going hunting for Breeze.

Another great BREEZE book. I thought I had it figured out several times, but new twists in the story

kept me constantly rethinking it ! A bit of everything, great characters, very well developed and new

and interesting stories within the story. A must read for all us BREEZE fans and a great book on its

own if you're new to Breeze too. Can't wait for the next one !!

This series of books has been great. Each book has been so hard to put down and when one ends

you are ready to continue the adventure. Within the span of 2 weeks i have gone through this

collection and I can only say wow. I am eligible for retirement in 4 Years 11 months and 3 days (but

who's counting) and I hope to retire to Florida to enjoy it. Ed Robinson has opened my eyes to

another way to enjoy this by being on the sea (just have o convince the wife). Thank you Ed for

these books.

One of the best books in the series. Many of us fans were extremely disappointed in the out of

character incident by Breeze in Guatemala. Ed Robinson redeemed our hero in this novel and



steered a true course through this page turner. All of my fellow Trawler Trash (and wannabes), will

love this story !!
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